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Regular Maps from Voltage Assignments and Exponent Groups
ROMAN NEDELA AND MARTIN ˇSKOVIERA
In the paper is developed a common generalization of two methods of construction of regular maps
on surfaces. The first one produces graph covering projections that extend to coverings of regular
embeddings of the graphs involved. The second method employs a double covering projection of
graphs which, in general, need not be extendable to a covering of regular maps.
In a more general approach, the latter property remains preserved but the multiplicity of the graph
covering may be arbitrary. As an application, some new regular embeddings of n-cubes and complete
bipartite graphs will be constructed. Several open problems are included.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Regular maps on surfaces have been studied for a long period of time. They are a nat-
ural generalization of the regular polyhedra—the Platonic solids—and hence interesting and
beautiful combinatorial objects in their own right. Much of the recent interest in regular
maps is, however, due to their connections with compact Riemann surfaces, linear fractional
transformations of the complex plane, complex algebraic curves, etc.
A map, regular or not, is typically viewed as a decomposition of a closed surface into
vertices, edges and simply connected faces; in other words, it basically coincides with a
cellular embedding of a graph in the surface. (Precise definitions of this and other necessary
notions are given in Sections 2–4.) With each map M : K ,! S consisting of a connected
graph K embedded in an oriented surface S one can associate two permutations of the set
D D D.K / of arcs (edges of K endowed with orientation): the arc-reversing involution L
which, for each edge e, interchanges the two orientations of e, and the rotation R which, for
each vertex v, cyclically permutes the arcs directed from v following the orientation of S. This
process is reversible, so one can replace M with the triple .DI R; L/ or the pair .K I R/.
One of the standard methods of constructing regular maps uses branched coverings of sur-
faces. For a given regular map M on a surface S, a covering ’ : QS ! S of surfaces is found
such that M lifts via ’ to a regular map QM on QS. Hence, the local rotation at any vertex of QM
is a lift—that is to say, a ‘copy’—of the local rotation at the corresponding vertex of M . This
method was extensively used by Coxeter and Moser [4] and Sherk [14], and was crucial for
Wilson [18, 19], who observed that most known regular maps can be generated in this way.
Later, Gvozdjak and ˇSira´nˇ [6] investigated coverings of regular maps within the framework
of voltage graphs, a convenient method for description of graph coverings (see Gross and
Tucker [5, Chapter 2] for the necessary background). They found a necessary and sufficient
condition for a voltage assignment ! on a graph K in order that the covering projection
 : K! ! K of the derived graph K! over K extend to a covering of regular maps M! ! M
with underlying graphs K! and K , respectively.
More recently, Nedela and ˇSkoviera [12] introduced a method of constructing regular maps
by means of a 2-fold covering projection of graphs which does not extend to a (branched)
covering of the underlying surfaces. Moreover, they proved [13, Section 9] that the resulting
maps cannot be obtained by the usual covering space techniques.
The aim of the present paper is to develop a common generalization of the lifting technique
introduced by Gvozdjak and ˇSira´nˇ [6] and of the method introduced in [12].
We explain the ideas leading to this generalization. Consider a graph K with vertex-set
V .K / D V which should be connected and non-bipartite in order to avoid triviality. Moreover,
assume that K is embeddable as a regular map. Construct the graph QK , the canonical double
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covering of K , by taking V  Z2 as its vertex-set and by joining, for every edge uw of K ,
.u; 0/ to .w; 1/ and .u; 1/ to .w; 0/. Equivalently, QK can be obtained by assigning voltage
.x/ D 1 2 Z2 to every arc x of K and then lifting K to the usual derived graph K  (cf. [5]).
It is easy to see that every automorphism of K lifts to an automorphism of QK . It follows that
every regular embedding M of K lifts to a regular embedding QM of QK , i.e. QM covers M .
However, the covering graph QK may have some additional regular embeddings which do not
cover any regular embedding of K . As an example, take the three-dimensional cube graph Q3,
the canonical double covering of the complete graph K4. The base graph underlies only one
orientable regular map—the tetrahedron—which lifts to a hexagonal embedding of Q3 in the
torus. The same graph underlies another regular map—the hexahedron—which is the familiar
quadrilateral embedding of Q3 in the 2-sphere.
In a certain sense, the tetrahedron can be ‘lifted’ to the hexahedron provided that we modify
the usual lifting technique. Roughly speaking, one has to mimic the base map only in one of
the copies of the vertex-set, say V  f0g, whereas the other copy V  f1g must instead utilize
the mirror image of the base map. In other words, if Rv is the local rotation at some vertex v
of the base map M , then the local rotations at .v; 0/ and .v; 1/ should correspond to Rv and
R−1v , respectively.
The reason why this construction works dwells in the fact that the base map is reflexible,
i.e. the maps .K ; R/ and .K ; R−1/ are isomorphic. This observation has a far-reaching gen-
eralization: one may replace R−1 by any power Re of R such that the map Me D .K I Re/ is
isomorphic to M D .K I R/ and still obtain a regular embedding of QK ; we denote the resulting
embedding of QK by Me. Integers e with Me D M are called exponents of M . Reduced modulo
the valency of K they form an Abelian group Ex.M/, the exponent group of M (see [12, 13]),
which will play an important role in this paper.
As shown in [12], the embedding Me of QK described above is regular for every regular
embedding M of K and every involutory exponent e 2 Ex.M/. Assuming in addition that
Aut. QK / D Aut.K /  Z2, it turns out that every regular embedding of QK is isomorphic to
Me for some regular embedding M of K and an involutory exponent e of M . Moreover, the
maps Me and M f are isomorphic iff e  f modulo the valency of K . The assumption on
Aut.K / is not very restrictive (cf. Marusˇicˇ et al. [9, 10]), so these results may have a wide
range of applications.
The generalization of the above results which we present in this paper will be done along
the following lines. Again, we start with a regular embedding M of a graph K . Instead of the
canonical double covering, however, we consider a regular covering projection  : K 0 ! K
with an arbitrary number of sheets, K 0 admitting an embedding as a regular map. Due to
the theory of voltage graphs, it can be assumed that this covering is described by means of a
voltage assignment ! on K with values in a finite group G (replacing Z2). As we require K 0
to be embeddable as a regular map, we can also assume that the voltage assignment ! satisfies
the condition derived by Gvozdjak and ˇSira´nˇ [6]. In a sense, the condition requires the voltages
to be uniformly distributed on the closed walks of K . By the definition, the covering graph
K 0 D K! has vertex-set V  G consisting of jGj copies V  fgg, g 2 G, of the vertex-set
of K . In order to simulate the situation that has occurred with canonical double coverings,
we require the new rotation at each layer V  fgg of V .K 0/ to be the lift of some power
Re D R".g/ of R. It also seems natural to require the exponent mapping " : G ! Ex.M/ to
be a group homomorphism, since this was exactly the case with canonical double coverings.
With all these assumptions made, we investigate the resulting derived maps M!;". It turns
out that in order for M!;" to be a regular map one only needs to add an extra uniformity
condition which requires the exponent homomorphism " to be compatible with the voltage
assignment !.
Although the definition gives a considerable freedom to the exponent homomorphism ", we
prove a surprising fact that there are only two possibilities for " which give rise to regular
maps. Either " is the identity homomorphism, or the derived graph K! is bipartite and there
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exists an involutory exponent e such that " maps the whole voltage group G onto the subgroup
f1; eg  Ex.M/. In the first case, the derived regular map covers the base map in the usual
way. In the second case, the covering projection of graphs does not extend to a covering of
the derived regular map onto the base.
The use of a non-trivial exponent homomorphism provides a new and very useful method
of constructing regular maps by using graph coverings. For example, in this way we discover
so far unknown regular embeddings of the complete bipartite graphs and of the n-cubes.
Our paper is organized as follows. In the next section we review a combinatorial approach
to maps. Section 3 deals with exponents, exponent groups and the related concept of exomor-
phisms of maps. In Section 4, the derived maps M!;" are defined and proved to be regular if
the uniformity conditions are satisfied. Section 5 shows that there always exists an involutory
exponent e, possibly trivial, such that " only takes the values 1 and e. Sufficient conditions for
two derived maps to be isomorphic are investigated in Section 6. A few important examples
where our construction applies are given in Section 7. Finally, in Section 8, we offer some
open problems.
2. GRAPHS AND MAPS
For the purpose of this paper, it is convenient to slightly modify the usual definition of
a graph by allowing edges to be one of three types: links, loops and semiedges. Multiple
adjacencies are permitted. A link is incident with two vertices, while a loop or a semiedge is
incident with a single vertex. A link or a loop gives rise to two oppositely directed arcs that are
reverse to each other. A semiedge incident with a vertex u gives rise to a single arc initiating
at u that is reverse to itself; from the topological point of view a semiedge is identical with a
pendant edge except that its pendant endpoint is not listed as a vertex. Hence, a topological
graph is just a finite one-dimensional cell complex.
Formally we define a graph to be a quadruple K D .D; V I I; L/, where D D D.K / and
V D V .K / are disjoint non-empty finite sets, I : D ! V is a surjective mapping, and
L D L K is an involutory permutation on D. The elements of D and V are arcs and vertices,
respectively, I is the incidence function assigning to every arc its initial vertex, and L is the
arc-reversing involution; the orbits of the group hLi on D are edges of K . If L.x/ D x for
some arc x , then corresponding edge is called a semiedge; if I L.x/ D I .x/ but L.x/ 6D x ,
then the corresponding edge is a loop. The remaining edges are links. Thus a graph has no
semiedges iff the arc-reversing involution is fixed-point free. For convenience, we also allow
the trivial graph K1 with a single vertex and no arcs. Our graphs are thus essentially the same
as those in Jones and Singerman [7].
The usual graph-theoretical concepts such as walks, cycles, connectedness, biparticity, etc.,
transfer to our graphs in the usual way. In particular, the valency of a vertex v, val.v/, is the
number of arcs having v as their initial vertex.
A homomorphism  : K ! K 0 is a mapping  : D [ V ! D0 [ V 0 with .D/  D0
and .V /  V 0 such that  I D I 0 and L D L 0. As usual, an automorphism of K is an
invertible homomorphism K ! K . We use Aut.K / to denote the automorphism group of K . If
K is simple, then, of course, our notion of an automorphism corresponds to the usual one (i.e. to
a vertex-automorphism). In general, however, it may happen that a non-trivial automorphism
induces the trivial vertex-automorphism. Consequently, our automorphism group may not
coincide with the usual vertex-automorphism group. For instance, if the n-semistar Ssn is the
graph consisting of a single vertex and n semiedges incident with it, then Aut.Ssn/ D Sn , the
symmetric group on n elements, while its vertex-automorphism group is trivial.
As mentioned above, a map is a connected topological graph cellularly embedded in some
closed surface. In this paper, we only consider maps on orientable surfaces. It is often con-
venient to replace a map by its combinatorial description. Therefore, by a map we henceforth
mean a pair .K ; R/, where K is a connected graph and R is a permutation of the set D.K / of
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arcs of K called rotation, cyclically permuting arcs with the same initial vertex. Alternatively,
one can describe a map M by specifying the arc-set D D D.M/, the rotation RM and the
arc-reversing involution L D L M . The vertices of the underlying graph K D KM of M then
can be identified with the orbits of the group hRM i, and the incidence I with the mapping
which assigns to every arc of M the orbit of hRi that it belongs to. The connectedness of K is
reflected by the transitive action of the permutation group Mon.M/ D hR; Li, the monodromy
group of M , on the set D.M/. In this case we write M D .DI R; L/.
Let M1 D .D1I R1; L1/ and M2 D .D2I R2; L2/ be two maps. A map homomorphism
’ : M1 ! M2 is a mapping ’ : D1 ! D2 such that ’R1 D R2’ and ’L1 D L2’. Transitive
actions of Mon.M1/ and Mon.M2/ guarantee that every map homomorphism is necessarily
surjective and that it also induces a homomorphism of the underlying graphs. Topologically
speaking, a map homomorphism is a graph-preserving branched covering projection of the
supporting oriented surfaces with branch points possibly at vertices, face centres or free ends
of semiedges.
With map homomorphisms we use also isomorphisms and automorphism of maps, retaining
the obvious meaning of these words. In particular, the automorphism group Aut.M/ of a map
M D .DI R; L/ consists of all permutations in the full symmetry group S.D/ of D which
commute with both R and L .
It is well known that for any two arcs x and y of a map M there is at most one map
automorphism which takes x to y. In fact, this is an easy consequence of the transitive action
of Mon.M/ on D.M/. Thus, for the automorphism group of M we always have jAut.M/j 
jD.M/j. A map M is called (orientably) regular if jAut.M/j D jD.M/j. When M is described
by its underlying graph and a rotation, we speak of a regular embedding of the graph. Observe
that a map M is regular if Aut.M/ acts transitively (or, equivalently, regularly) on D.M/.
3. EXPONENTS AND EXPONENT GROUPS OF MAPS
Let M D .K ; R/ be a map, where K is a connected graph and R is a rotation of K . An
integer e will be called an exponent of M if the map .K ; Re/ is isomorphic to M . Recall that
the maps .K ; Re/ and .K ; R/ are isomorphic if there exists an automorphism  of K such
that  R D Re . The graph automorphism  will said to be associated with the exponent e
of M .
If e is an exponent of M , then Re must again be a rotation of K . The latter occurs precisely
when for each vertex v of K , gcd.e; val.v// D 1. Consequently, e must be coprime with
val.M/, the order of the permutation R, i.e. the least common multiple of the valencies of
vertices in K . If K is a regular graph (which will normally be the case in this paper) then this
quantity coincides with the valency of K , the common valency of its vertices.
It is obvious that 1 is an exponent of every map. On the other hand, −1 is an exponent of
some map M if M is isomorphic to its mirror image, i.e. if M is reflexible. Thus the concept
of an exponent can be viewed as a natural generalization of reflexibility.
Note that if e is an exponent of a map M D .K ; R/ and e0  e modulo the order of R, then
Re0 D Re and therefore e0 is also an exponent of M . Now, let e and f be arbitrary exponents
of M , and let  and  be automorphisms of K associated with e and f , respectively. Then
Ref  D .R f /e D  Re D  R;
i.e.  is associated with e f . Hence, the product of two exponents of M is again an exponent
of M , and the product of two associated automorphisms is also an automorphism of this type.
It follows that the residue classes of exponents of M form a group which we denote by Ex.M/
and call the exponent group of M . At the same time, the automorphisms of K associated with
the exponents of M form a subgroup B  Aut.K /. We call the elements of B exomorphisms
of M , denote B by Exo.M/ and call it the exomorphism group of M .
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The mapping 9 : Exo.M/! Ex.M/ which maps an exomorphism  onto the residue class
containing the exponent it is associated with is a group epimorphism. Since Ker.9/ D Aut.M/,
the exomorphism group is an extension of Aut.M/ by Ex.M/. The exponent group thus carries
the information about the ‘external symmetries’ occurring in M , and hence can be considered
as an additional measure of the symmetry of M .
Obviously, Ex.M/ is a subgroup of the group Zn of invertible elements of the ring Zn ,
where n D val.M/. Thus the order of Ex.M/ is a divisor of .n/, where  is Euler’s function.
The inclusion Ex.M/  Zn is also important for determining the properties of M . Therefore
it is not sufficient to treat the exponent group as an abstract group, but in order to provide the
complete information one has to list all the residue classes of Zn constituting Ex.M/. For the
sake of simplicity, we usually make no distinction in notation between an exponent and its
residue class in Ex.M/.
EXAMPLE 3.1. (1) Let Ssn be the n-semistar, the graph consisting of a single vertex and n
semiedges incident with it. Each cyclic permutation of the semiedges of Ssn determines a
regular map. Moreover, any two regular embeddings of Ssn are isomorphic. Let M.n/ be a
regular embedding of Ssn with rotation R. Then e is an exponent of M.n/ precisely when Re is
a cyclic permutation, which clearly occurs iff gcd.n; e/ D 1. Consequently, Ex.M.n// D Zn .
(2) Let n D pm be a prime power, and let F D G F.pm/ be the finite field with pm elements.
Then we can express the complete graph K pm on pm vertices as the Cayley graph C.F; F/
based on the additive group of F with the generator set F D F − f0g; the vertices of Kn are
labelled with the elements of F , and two vertices a and b are adjacent if a − b 2 F.
Choose a primitive element of F , i.e. a generator t of the multiplicative group F of F .
The rotation Q defined by setting Q.a; b/ D .a; aC .b−a/t/ for every arc .a; b/ gives rise to
a regular embedding Mt of K pm . (In fact, every regular embedding of K pm is of this form.)
Using the fact that the Frobenius automorphism F ! F , z 7! z p, generates the Galois group
of the field (over Zp) it can be shown that Ex.Mt / is the subgroup fpi I 0  i  m − 1g of the
multiplicative group Zpm−1. For details, see [12, Section 8] and [13, Section 8].
The order of an exponent e of a map M is the order of its residue class [e] 2 Ex.M/. An
exponent of order  2 will be called involutory. For instance, if M is a reflexible map, then
−1 is an involutory exponent of M . Involutory exponents of M form a subgroup of Ex.M/
denoted by Ex2.M/ and called the involutory exponent group of M .
EXAMPLE 3.2. (1) Let M be a map with Ex.M/ D Zn , where the integer n has canonical
decomposition of the form n D 2 p11 : : : pkk , i > 0 for each i  1. By solving the quadratic
congruence x2  1 .mod n/ one can find that Ex2.M/ is an elementary 2-group of dimension
k C c./, where c./ D 0 if   1, c./ D 1 if  D 2, and c./ D 2 if   3 (see, e.g., [11,
p. 84]).
(2) Let Mt be the regular embedding of the complete graph K pm described above. By
employing the second part of Example 3.1 it is easy to see that Ex2.Mt / is trivial if m is odd,
and Ex2.Mt / D f1; pm=2g  Zpl−1 if m is even.
We finish this section with an example which is the point of departure for our present
investigation—canonical double coverings. For more information on canonical double cover-
ings and exponents of maps in general, we refer the reader to [12, 13].
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let M D .DI R; L/ be a map the underlying graph K of which is connected
and non-bipartite. For any exponent e of M , define the derived map Me D . QDI QR; QL/ by setting
QD D D.M/  Z2, QR.x; i/ D .Rei .x/; i/ and QL.x; i/ D .L.x/; i C 1/ for any arc .x; i/ 2 QD.
The underlying graph of Me is the tensor product K ⊗ K2 and is also known as the canonical
double covering of K .
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In [12], the following properties of the derived maps are established. If M is a regular map
and e 2 Ex2.M/, then the derived map Me is regular. Let Aut.K /⊗ K2 D Aut.K /  Z2, in
which case we say that K is stable. Then every regular embedding of K ⊗ K2 is isomorphic
to a derived map Me for some regular embedding M of K and an involutory exponent e of M .
Moreover, Me and M f are isomorphic iff e  f modulo the valency of M (Theorems 5.1–5.3).
Finally, Ex.Me/ D Ex.M/ (Theorem 7.1).
Some of these results will be generalized in the subsequent sections.
4. LIFTING REGULAR MAPS
We start with the necessary definitions concerning voltage graphs. A voltage assignment
on a graph K valued in a finite group G is a mapping ! : D.K / D D ! G such that
!.L.x// D .!.x//−1 for any arc x 2 D. Note that this condition forces ! to assign an
involution !.x/ 2 G to every semiedge x of K .
For each voltage assignment ! one can construct the derived graph QK D K! as follows.
The arc-set of K! is D.K!/ D D.K / G and its vertex-set is V .K!/ D V .K / G. If x is
an arc of K with initial vertex u and terminal vertex v, then the arc .x; g/, g 2 G, emanates
from .u; g/ and terminates at .v; g!.x//. In other words, the arc-reversing involution QL D L!
on K! is defined by
L!.x; g/ D .L.x/; g!.x//; (1)
for any .x; g/ 2 K!.
It is well known that the natural projection  : K! ! K which erases the second co-
ordinate is a regular jGj-fold covering projection. Moreover, every regular covering of K can
be expressed in this way [5, Theorem 2.2.2].
Note that the covering graph K! need not be connected. The number of its components can
be expressed in terms of a subgroup G.u/ of the voltage group G called the local voltage group
with respect to ! based at a vertex u 2 V .K /, which is defined as follows. Let W D x1x2 : : : xr
be a walk in K encoded by the corresponding sequence of arcs xi , i D 1; 2; : : : ; r . Define the
net voltage on W to be the product !.W / D !.x1/!.x2/ : : : !.xr /. Now, the local voltage
group G.u/ is defined by
G.u/ D f!.W /IW  K is a closed walk based at ug:
It is well known [5, p. 91] that for a connected graph K the number of connected components
of K! is equal to the index jG : G.u/j, irrespective of the choice of the base vertex u. In
particular, K! is connected iff G.u/ D G. We shall assume the latter to be satisfied unless
the contrary is explicitly stated.
Sometimes it is useful to replace a given voltage assignment by an equivalent one which
yields an isomorphic covering. More precisely, let !1 and !2 be two voltage assignments on
a connected graph K with values in the same finite group G. Then !1 and !2 are said to be






commute, i.e. if the covering projections 1 : K!1 ! K and 2 : K!2 ! K are equivalent.
It is known [15, Theorem 2] that two voltage assignments are equivalent iff there exists an
automorphism  of G such that for every closed walk W  K from the base vertex u one has
!1.W / D !2.W /:
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Voltage graphs have been extensively used in constructing embeddings of graphs on surfaces.
The main idea behind is to lift an embedding of some quotient K of a given graph QK to an
embedding of QK . The usual way of lifting a quotient map M D .K ; R/ of a graph K to a map
M! D .K!; R!/ is to define the rotation R! by setting
R!.x; g/ D .R.x/; g/;
.x; g/ 2 D.K!/. If the embedding surfaces for M and M! are S and S!, respectively, then
the natural projection  : K! ! K extends to a branched covering projection S! ! S of
the embedding surfaces, i.e. to a homomorphism M! ! M . If M is a regular map, then in
general M! will not be a regular map. However, a regular map lifts to a regular map whenever
! is uniform in the following sense (Gvozdjak and ˇSira´nˇ [6]; see also [1] for a more general
approach):
(U0) For every u-based closed walk W in K with net voltage !.W / D 1 and for every
automorphism ’ 2 Aut.M/ one has !.’W / D 1.
Let ’ 2 Aut.K / be any automorphism of the graph K . We say that an automorphism








Condition (U0) actually guarantees that every automorphism of the base map M lifts to jGj
automorphisms of the covering map M!. Therefore, if M is regular, then M! has sufficiently
many automorphisms to be a regular map too.
The construction of regular maps for canonical double coverings [12] described in the pre-
vious section suggests the following generalization of this idea. In addition to the voltage
assignment ! : D.K /! G we shall consider a homomorphism " : G ! Ex.M/. The purpose
of this homomorphism is to define the rotation R" D QR of QM by setting
R".x; g/ D .R".g/.x/; g/: (2)
Thus, given a map M D .DI R; L/, a voltage assignment ! : D ! G and an exponent
homomorphism " : G ! Ex.M/, we construct the derived map M!;" D .D  GI R"; L!/,
where L! is given by (1) and R" is given by (2). It is clear that the underlying graph of M!;"
is K! if the underlying graph of M is K .
Of course, if we want the map M!;" derived from a regular map M to be regular, we have
to impose stronger conditions on ! than before. From Section 3 we know that there exists an
epimorphism 9 : Exo.M/ ! Ex.M/ with Ker.9/ D Aut.M/ D A. Let J D ".G/ and let
AJ D 9−1.J /. Note that A E AJ with AJ =A D J . In order to generalize [6] we will need
the following:
(U1) For every u-based closed walk W  K with !.W / D 1 and for every exomorphism
 2 AJ , one has !.W / D 1.
If a voltage assignment ! satisfies condition (U1), then we say that it is AJ -uniform. In
a similar manner, we can define a voltage assignment to be B-uniform for any subgroup
B  Aut.K /. If e 2 Ex.M/ and J D hei, then instead we briefly say that ! is e-uniform. Note
that a voltage assignment is 1-uniform precisely when it is uniform, i.e. if it satisfies condition
(U0) of Gvozdjak and ˇSira´nˇ [6].
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However, condition (U1) alone is not sufficient for being able to ensure that the map M!;"
with rotation (2) is regular. We need an additional condition which guarantees that the exponent
homomorphism " and the voltage assignment ! are in a certain sense compatible. We illustrate
the need for such a condition by the following example.
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the map M D .K4; R/ formed by the tetrahedral embedding of the
complete graph K4 in the 2-sphere. Let !1 : D.K4/! Z2 be the voltage assignment assigning
voltage 1 to every arc of K4. Then !1 is equivalent to the voltage assignment !2 which is 1
on every arc of a specified 3-cycle of K4, and 0 otherwise. In both cases the derived graph
K!14 D K!24 is the canonical double covering of K4 isomorphic to the 3-cube Q3 D K4 ⊗ K2.
Obviously, !1 is uniform with respect to the full automorphism group of K4, and so must
be !2.
Now we shall consider the derived maps. It is clear that Ex.M/ D Z3 D Z2, and we
define the exponent homomorphism " : Z2 ! Ex.M/ to be this isomorphism. Then it is
easy to see that the derived map M!1;" coincides with the regular map M−1 of the canonical
double covering K4 ⊗ K2 described in the previous section. It is nothing but the familiar
regular embedding of Q3 into the 2-sphere with quadrilateral faces. On the other hand, after
performing straightforward computations one can see that M!2;" is a 12-gonal embedding
of Q3 in the orientable surface of genus 2. But since every regular embedding of K4 ⊗ K2
is either M−1 or M1, a hexagonal embedding in the torus [12, Corollary 8.3], M!2;" is not
a regular map. The embedding and its rotation are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
In Figure 2, the two ‘solid’ vertices are endowed with clockwise local rotation, whereas the
‘hollow’ vertices have counter-clockwise local rotation.
Thus equivalent voltage assignments and the same exponent homomorphism can give rise
to non-isomorphic derived maps that may be, but need not be, regular. This leads us to
the conclusion that in order to derive a regular map, a uniformity condition on the voltage
assignment must be accompanied by a condition requiring the exponent homomorphism to be
compatible with it. This condition reads as follows:
(U2) For every u-based walk W , not necessarily closed, and for every  2 AJ , one has
"!.W / D "!.W /.
If the exponent homomorphism " fulfils condition (U2), then we say that it is AJ -compatible
with the voltage assignment !. Analogously, we can define " to be B-compatible for any
subgroup B  Aut.K /.
The following theorem which generalizes Theorem 3 of [6] shows that M!;" is a regular
map whenever M is regular and conditions (U1) and (U2) are satisfied.
THEOREM 4.1. Let M be a regular map, let ! be a voltage assignment on M with values in
a finite group G and let " : G ! Ex.M/ be a homomorphism with ".G/ D J . If the voltage
assignment ! is AJ -uniform and the exponent homomorphism " is AJ -compatible with !, then
the derived map M!;" is regular.
PROOF. First recall that there is an isomorphism AJ =A D J  Ex.M/. Thus to each
exponent e 2 J there corresponds a coset Ae of A in AJ the elements of which are mapped
by 9 to e. Similarly, to each e 2 J there corresponds a coset Ge of Ker."/ in G defined
similarly. Girven e 2 J , choose an arbitrary  2 Ae and an arbitrary h 2 Ge, and define a
permutation h of D.M/  G D D.M!;"/ as follows. Let .x; g/ 2 D.M!;"/, where x is an
arc of M with initial vertex v, and let W be any u–v walk with net voltage !.W / D g. Due
to the assumption on the local voltage group G.u/ with respect to !, the required u–v walk
always exists. Set
h.x; g/ D h.x; !.W // D . .x/; h!.W //: (3)









FIGURE 1. A 12-gonal embedding of the 3-cube into the double torus.
FIGURE 2. The rotation of the 12-gonal embedding of the 3-cube into the double torus.
We claim that the mapping h is correctly defined. Indeed, let W1 and W2 be two u–v walks
with net voltage equal to g. Then W1W−12 is a u-based closed walk with net voltage 1.
(Here W−1 denotes the walk obtained from a walk W by taking the reverse of any arc in W
and inverting the order.) Now, by uniformity,
1 D !..W1W−12 // D !..W1/ .W2/−1/ D !..W1//!. .W2/−1/
D !..W1//.!. .W2///−1;
whence !.W1/ D !.W2/. Thus, definition (3) is independent of the choice of W . Moreover,
it follows from the definition of h that  2 A".h/. So
 R D R".h/: (4)
We show that h is an automorphism of the derived map M!;". Let .x; g/ be any arc of M!;"
and let W be a walk in K from u to the initial vertex of x with net voltage !.W / D g. Then
h QL.x; g/ D h QL.x; !.W // D h.L.x/; !.W /!.x// D h.L.x/; !.W x//
D . L.x/; h!..W x/// D .L.x/; h!.W /!. .x/// D QL. .x/; h!.W //
D QLh.x; !.W // D QLh.x; g/;
which, in view of the incidence between the vertices and arcs in QK , proves that h is an
automorphism of QK .
Next we show that h QR D QRh . This is a consequence of the following computations:
h QR.x; g/ D h.R".g/.x/; g/ D h.R".g/.x/; !.W //
D . R".g/.x/; h!.W // D .R".g/".h/ .x/; h!.W //
D .R".h/".!.W // .x/; h!.W // D .R".h!.W // .x/; h!.W //
D QR. .x/; h!.W // D QRh.x; !.W //
D QRh.x; g/:
Note that in the fifth, seventh and eighth equalities we have used (4), compatibility and the
fact that " is a homomorphism, respectively.
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Thus h is an automorphism of M!;". The number of such automorphisms isX
e2J
jAej  jGej D
X
e2J
jAej  jGj=jJ j D
X
e2J
jAj  jGj=jJ j
D jAj  jGj D jD. QK /j:
Therefore jAut.M!;"/j  jD. QK /j, implying that M!;" is a regular map. 2
5. BIPARTITE DERIVED MAPS
Now we shall analyse the conditions (U1) and (U2) imposed on the voltage assignment
! : D.M/ ! G and the exponent homomorphism " : G ! Ex.M/ in greater detail. The
condition (U2) is somewhat unpleasant, for it restricts the distribution of voltages on open
walks. The reason why we need condition (U2) is that the proof of Theorem 4.2 makes use
of an explicit definition of lifted map automorphisms which in turn employs open walks. The
particular expression may be different for equivalent voltage assignments, i.e. those which
yield isomorphic coverings.
On the other hand, it is well known from the theory of voltage graphs that the derived graph
(and the derived map) only depends on values of voltages on closed walks (based at some
vertex) [5, p. 91]. Thus, in principle, (U2) should be replaceable by a condition free of open
walks.
As we shall see later, it is possible to get rid of condition (U2) completely. Before doing
that, however, we show that (U1) and (U2) impose very strong restrictions on the exponent
homomorphism ".
In order to state the next theorem, we need some more definitions. Let M D .K ; R/ be a
regular map with underlying graph K . We take an involutory exponent e 2 Ex2.M/ and an
e-uniform voltage assignment ! with values in a finite group G. Since we assume the local
voltage group G.u/ based at some vertex u of K to be all of G, for every g0 2 G there exists
a u-based closed walk W such that !.W / D g. Let
G0 D f!.W /IW  K is a closed u-based walk of even lengthg:
Then G0 is a subgroup of G and jG : G0j  2. It is easy to see that jG : G0j D 2 precisely
when the derived graph K! is bipartite. In this case we denote the coset G − G0 of G0 by
G1. On the other hand, G0 D G iff there exists a u-based closed walk W of odd length such
that !.W / D 1.
The next theorem describes in detail the pairs ! and " satisfying the assumptions of Theo-
rem 4.2 with " being non-trivial.
THEOREM 5.1. Let M be a regular map, let ! : D.M/ ! G be a voltage assignment and
let " : G ! Ex.M/ be a homomorphism with ".G/ D J 6D 1. Then the following statements
are equivalent:
(1) ! is AJ -uniform and " is AJ -compatible with !.
(2) There exists a non-trivial involutory exponent e 2 Ex2.M/ such that J D hei, ! is
e-uniform with !.x/ 2 G1 for every arc x of M , and ".g/ D ei for g 2 Gi , i D 0; 1.
PROOF. .1/ ) .2/ We first show that there exists an exponent e 2 Ex.M/ such that
"!.x/ D e for every arc x 2 D.M/. Let u be a base vertex of K and let x0 be a fixed
arc emanating from u. Since M is a regular map, for every arc x 2 D.M/ there exists an
automorphism  2 Aut.M/ such that .x0/ D x . We have assumed " to be AJ -compatible
with !; hence we obtain
"!.x0/ D "!..x0// D "!.x/:
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Thus there exists an exponent e 2 Ex.M/ such that "!.x/ D e for every x 2 D.M/. As "!
is constant, x0 and its reverse L.x0/ receive the same value e under "!. But then, using the
definition of a voltage assignment and the fact that " is a homomorphism, we obtain
e D "!.x0/ D "!.L.x0// D ".!.x0/−1/ D ."!.x0//−1 D e−1:
Therefore e is an involutory exponent of M and J D hei. By assumption, ! is e-uniform.
Since "!.x/ D e for every arc x of M , it follows that "!.W / D 1 for every closed walk W of
even length. Hence G0  Ker."/. On the other hand, if g 2 Ker."/, then g D !.W / for some
u-based closed walk W and "!.W / D ".g/ D 1. Because "! is constant on arcs of M , the
length of W is even. Consequently, G0 D Ker."/ and ".g/ D ei for g 2 Gi . Now, "!.x/ 6D 1,
whence !.x/ 2 G − G0 D G1, and we are done.
.2/ ) .1/ As J D hei and ! is e-uniform, ! is AJ -uniform by the definition. Let W be
an arbitrary walk based at u and let ! and " be as in (2). Since the voltage !.x/ on every
arc x of K belongs to G1, the value "!.W / for every walk W only depends on the parity
of the length of W . But the latter quantity is invariant under graph automorphisms, and so
"!.W / D "!.’W / for every ’ 2 Aut K . Hence " is AJ -compatible with !. 2
The condition requiring !.x/ to be an element of G1 for every x 2 D.M/ seems to be
quite restrictive. Surprisingly, the following theorem shows that the only essential condition
included in statement (2) of Theorem 5.1 is the condition of the e-uniformity.
THEOREM 5.2. Let K be a connected graph and let ! : D.K /! G be a voltage assignment
on K with the property that jG : G0j D 2. Then there exists a voltage assignment !0 equivalent
with ! such that !0.x/ 2 G1 for every arc x of K .
PROOF. Choose a spanning tree T of K . (According to our definition, semiedges of K do
not belong to T .) We orient the edges of T from the base vertex u outwards, and choose the
orientation of the remaining edges arbitrarily. Thus for each edge e D fx; Lxg we specify one
of the underlying arcs and denote it by xC. We say that xC is positively oriented.
Clearly, it is sufficient to define the required voltage assignment !0 on the positively oriented
arcs. We select an arbitrary element h 2 G1 and describe !0 in two steps:
(1) If xC is an arc of T , set !0.xC/ D h.
(2) If xC is not in T , then let xC have initial vertex v and terminal vertex w. Let Puv and
Pwu denote the unique u–v path and the unique w–u path in T , respectively. Assume
that the length of Puv is i and the length of Pwu is j . Then set
!0.xC/ D h−i!.Puv/!.xC/!.Pwu/h j : (5)
We have to show that !0 is equivalent to !. To verify this, it suffices to check whether !0
and ! induce the same net voltages on the base closed walks with respect to T rooted at u [5,
p. 91; 15, Theorem 2]. The walks to check are Bvw D PuvxCPwu , where xC ranges over all
positively oriented arcs not belonging to T , and v, w, Puv and Pwu are as above. But for the
closed walks Bvw we obtain:
!0.Bvw/ D !0.Puv/!0.xC/!0.Pwv/
D hi .h−i!.Puv/!.xC/!.Pwu/h j /h− j
D !.Puv/!.xC/!.Pwu/ D !.Bvw/:
Thus !0 is equivalent to !.
It remains to show that !0.x/ 2 G1 for every arc x 2 D.K /. Of course, it is sufficient to
show this only for positively oriented arcs. If xC is an arc of T , then !0.xC/ D h 2 G1. Now
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let xC be an arc not in T , and consider the closed walk Bvw D PuvxCPwv , where the length
of Puv and the length of Pwu is i and j , respectively. By (5),
!0.xC/ D h−i!.Bvw/h j :
If the length of Bvw is even, then i and j have different parity, and !.Bvw/ 2 G0. Since
h 2 G1, h−i and h j belong to different cosets of G0 in G. Consequently, two factors of the
product h−i!.Bvw/h j D !0.xC/ are elements of G0 and one is an element of G1. Therefore
!.xC/ 2 G1 in this case. If the length of Bvw is odd, then i and j have the same parity, and
!.Bvw/ 2 G1. It follows that h−i and h j are in the same coset of G0 in G, and hence an odd
number of factors in h−i!.Bvw/h j D !.xC/ is in G1. Again, !.xC/ 2 G1.
The proof is complete. 2
The two preceding theorems motivate the following definitions.
Let ! : D.K /! G be a voltage assignment on a graph K with values in a finite group G.
Then ! will be called normalized if !.x/ 2 G1 for every x 2 D.K / whenever G1 6D ;.
Let M D .K ; R/ be a map, and let e be an involutory exponent of M . Let ! : D.K /! G
be a voltage assignment on K , and let " : G ! f1; eg be the epimorphism with Ker."/ D G0.
We define the derived map M!;e to be the map M!;" with " described above. It follows that
the rotation QR for M!;e is given by setting
QR.x; g/ D .Rei .x/; g/
for g 2 Gi , i D 0; 1.
The following theorem is a consequence of Theorems 4.2, 5.1 and 5.2.
THEOREM 5.3. Let M be a regular map and let ! be an e-uniform voltage assignment on M
for some e 2 Ex2.M/. Then there exists a normalized voltage assignment !0 equivalent to !
such that the derived map M!0;e is regular. The underlying graph of M!0;e is isomorphic to K!.
6. ISOMORPHISMS OF BIPARTITE REGULAR MAPS
Suppose that we have two regular maps M!;e and M!; f obtained from the same regular
map M by means of a normalized voltage assignment that is both e-uniform and f -uniform for
some exponents e and f in Ex2.M/. We would like to know criteria under which the derived
maps are isomorphic. The following theorem partially solves the problem (cf. Example 3.3
or [12]).
THEOREM 6.1. Let M D .K ; R/ be an n-valent regular map and let e and f be two invo-
lutory exponents of M . Let ! : D.K /! G be a normalized voltage assignment on K that is
both e-uniform and f -uniform. If there is a map isomorphism M!;e ! M!; f which is a lift of
an automorphism of K , then e  f .mod n/, i.e. e D f in Ex2.M/.
PROOF. Let  : M!;e ! M!; f be a map isomorphism which is a lift of an automorphism  0
of K . Furthermore, denote the rotations of M!;e and M!; f by Re and R f , respectively. If
both e and f are trivial exponents, then there is nothing to prove. So we assume that e is non-
trivial. In this case K! must be bipartite, with bipartition .V .K /G0; V .K /G1/. Since  
is an automorphism of K!, it either fixes or interchanges the partite sets. We may clearly
assume the first possibility, for otherwise we could compose  with a map automorphism
interchanging the partite sets.
By the assumption,  projects onto an automorphism  0 : K ! K , and thus  0 D  ,
where  : K! ! K is the natural projection. We show that  0 is both an automorphism of M
and an isomorphism .K ; Re/! .K ; R f /. In order to do this, it is sufficient to verify that  0
commutes with the rotations.
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Let g 2 G0. As we assume  to fix the partite sets of K!, for every x 2 D.K / there exists
an element h 2 G0 such that the following equalities hold:
 0R.x/ D  0.R.x/; g/ D  0Re.x; g/ D  Re.x; g/
D R f .x; g/ D R f . 0.x/; h/ D .R 0.x/; h/
D R 0.x/:
Thus
 0R D R 0: (6)
Now let g 2 G1. Then, similarly, for every x 2 D.K / there exists an element h 2 G1 such
that the following is true:
 0Re.x/ D  0.Re.x/; g/ D  0Re.x; g/ D  Re.x; g/
R f .x; g/ D R f . 0.x/; h/ D .R f 0.x/; h/
D R f 0.x/:
Consequently,
 0Re D R f 0: (7)
Combining (6) and (7), we obtain
 0Re D R f 0 D  0R f ;
and multiplying the latter equality by . 0/−1 on the left we finally obtain Re D R f . Thus
e  f .mod n/, and the proof is complete. 2
Next we deal with external symmetries of the derived maps. We establish a sufficient
condition for an exponent of the base map to lift to the derived map. It is a partial generalization
of a similar result about regular embeddings of canonical double coverings of graphs mentioned
in Example 3.3 (for details, see [12]).
THEOREM 6.2. Let M be a regular map, let e 2 Ex2.M/, and let ! : D.M/ ! G be a
normalized e-uniform voltage assignment on M . Then every exponent f of M for which ! is
f -uniform is also an exponent of the derived map M!;e. In particular, if ! is uniform with
respect to the full automorphism group of K , then
Ex.M/  Ex.M!;e/:
PROOF. The underlying graph of M!;e has the same valency as the underlying graph of M ;
hence it suffices only to show the first part of the statement of our theorem.
Let f be an exponent of M and let ’ 2 Exo.M/ be an exomorphism of M associated with f .
If R denotes the rotation of M , then
’R D R f ’
and the rotation QR of M!;e is
QR.x; g/ D .Rei .x/; g/;
for any x 2 D.M/ and g 2 Gi , i D 0; 1. We construct a lift Q’ of ’ to M!;e. Fix a base
vertex u in M . Let x be an arbitrary arc of M and assume that v is its initial vertex. Given
an element g 2 G, we take an arbitrary u–v walk W with !.W / D g. Then we set
Q’.x; g/ D Q’.x; !.W // D .’.x/; !.’W //:
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Since ! is f -uniform, Q’ is well-defined. Observe that g 2 Gi , i D 0; 1, then the length of W
has the same parity as i , and the same holds true for ’.W /. Therefore g0 D !.’W / belongs
to Gi too.
We show that Q’ is an exomorphism of M!;e associated with f . Let .x; g/ be as above, with
g 2 Gi , i D 0; 1. Then, since g0 D !.’W / 2 Gi , we obtain
Q’ QR.x; g/ D Q’.Rei .x/; g/ D Q’.Rei .x/; !.W // D .’Rei .x/; !.’W //
D ..Rei / f ’.x/; g0/ D ..R f /ei’.x/; g0/ D QR f .’.x/; g0/
D QR f .’.x/; !.’W // D QR f Q’.x; !.W // D QR f Q’.x; g/:
Thus Q’ QR D QR f Q’. It remains to show that Q’ QL D QL Q’, where QL D L! is defined by (1).
However, the computation verifying the required identity is completely analogous to the one
in the proof of Theorem 4.2, so we leave it to the reader.
In summary, we have shown that Q’ is an automorphism of the underlying graph of M!;e
such that Q’ QR D QR f ’. Thus f is an exponent of M!;e, and the theorem is proved. 2
7. HOMOLOGICAL VOLTAGE ASSIGNMENTS
It is well known that for every connected graph K there are infinitely many regular coverings
 : QK ! K with QK connected and such that every automorphism ’ lifts to an automorphism
Q’ of QK [2, pp. 129–130]. One can prove (see [8]) that  can be described explicitly using
a normalized voltage assignment ! : D.K / ! G, where G is the group of covering trans-
formations, which is uniform with respect to the whole automorphism group of K . Thus,
if M D .K ; R/ is a regular embedding of K , then the assignment ! is e-uniform for very
e 2 Ex2.M/. Theorem 5.3 then implies that the derived map M!;e is regular.
Now we will define the assignment ! explicitly and will prove that it satisfies the uniformity
condition for every ’ 2 Aut.K /.
CONSTRUCTION. Let K be an arbitrary connected graph. For every pair fx; L.x/g of arcs
of K , specify one positively oriented arc xC. Let DC  D.K / be the set of all positively
oriented arcs and let n D jDCj. Clearly, it is sufficient to define ! on DC. Take n copies
of the additive group Zm .m  2/, and let ai be a generator of the i th copy of Zm . Set
G D 5hai i, the direct product .Zm/n of n copies of Zm . Then we take any bijection ! :
DC ! fai I i D 1; 2; : : : ; ng and extend it in the obvious way to a voltage assignment on K ,
still denoted by !. If K contains a semiedge, then ! is correctly defined only for m D 2, and
so we assume m D 2 in that case.
Now assume that W is a closed walk from a fixed-base vertex u such that !.W / D 0 2 G.
For every arc x , denote by .x/ the number of occurrences of x in W . The definition of !
implies that .x/− .L.x//  0 .mod m/, if x 6D L.x/, and .x/  0 .mod 2/, if x D L.x/.
Clearly, the same property is satisfied by the image of W under every automorphism ’ of K .
Thus !.’W / D 0, too, and the uniformity with respect to the whole Aut.K / is verified. It
follows that every automorphism of K lifts to an automorphism of K! (see [2] for the case
m D 2 and [8] for the general case). In general, the regular covering  : K! ! K need
not be connected. Using [5, p. 88] one can easily compute that there are mr−1 connected
components of K!, where r is the order of K . Then the restriction of  to one of the
connected components can be described by a voltage assignment !0 : D.K /! H with values
in a group H D .Zm/n−rC1, which is actually isomorphic to the homology group H1.K ;Zm/.
It can be proved that !0 remains uniform with respect to the full automorphism group of K
(see [8]). Consequently, if M is a regular map with underlying graph K , then !0 is e-uniform
for every e 2 Ex2.M/. Theorem 5.3 now yields that M!0;e is regular.
Note that in the case of the trivial exponent e, a similar homological lifting construction was
used by Surowski in [16] and by Gvozdjak and ˇSira´nˇ [6].
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We apply the just described homological construction to the case when the base graph K
is Ssn , the n-semistar. The choice of K D Ssn forces G D .Z2/n , i.e. m D 2. By the above
construction, we may choose ! to assign the i th unit vector Ei 2 .Z2/n to the i th semiedge
of Ssn , i D 1; 2; : : : ; n. It is easy to see that the derived graph K! is the n-dimensional cube
graph Qn , the arcs of Qn being represented by pairs .x; a/ where x 2 D.Ssn/ and a 2 .Z2/n .
Let R be any rotation for Ssn and let e be an involutory exponent of the corresponding map




.Re.x/; a/; if kak is odd,
.R.x/; a/; if kak is even, (8)
where kak denotes the number of 1’s in the vector a.
The following theorem summarizes the facts that we can prove about the maps Me D
.Qn; Re/. In particular, it shows that these maps provide non-trivial examples of regular
maps that exhibit the largest possible (external) symmetry by having their exponent groups the
whole Zn .
THEOREM 7.1. For every solution e of the congruence x2  1 .mod n/, there exists a regular
map Me D .Qn; Re/ of the n-dimensional cube graph Qn with rotation Re defined by (8). The
maps Me and M f are isomorphic if e  f .mod n/. Moreover, Ex.Me/ D Zn of every e.
PROOF. If e2  1 .mod n/, then by Example 3.1 e is an involutory exponent of the map
M D .Ssn; R/ of the n-semistar. By our definition, the map Me is isomorphic to the derived
map M!;e, where ! assigns the i th unit vector Ei 2 .Z2/n to the i th semiedge of Ssn ,
i D 1; 2; : : : ; n. Thus Me is regular by Theorems 4.2 and 5.3. Since ! is uniform with respect
to the whole group automorphism group of Ssn , Aut.Ssn/ lifts to a subgroup H  Aut.Qn/
of order jH j D jAut.Ssn/j  j.Z2/nj D 2nn!. On the other hand, jAut.Qn/j D 2nn! (see,
e.g., [3, Theorem 9.2.1]) which means that every automorphism of Qn is a lift of some
automorphism of Ssn . Thus if ’ : Me ! M f is an isomorphism of two of the above regular
embeddings of Qn , then it projects onto an automorphism of Ssn . Therefore, we can apply
Theorem 6.1 to conclude that e  f .mod n/. Finally, Example 3.3 and Theorem 6.2 imply
that Ex.Ssn; R/ D Zn  Ex.Me/. But the exponent group of every n-valent map is a subgroup
of Zn , so the same must hold for Me. This shows that Ex.Me/ D Zn . 2
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We end this paper with a discussion of some open problems related to lifting regular maps
by means of voltage assignments and map exponents.
Classification of regular embeddings of the n-cube graphs. Let e be a solution of the congru-
ence x2  1 .mod n/ and let Me D .Qn; Re/ be the embedding of the n-dimensional cube
graph Qn the rotation Re of which is defined by (8). Theorem 7.1 states that Me is a regular
map.
CONJECTURE 8.1. Every regular embedding of Qn is isomorphic to Me for some solution e
of the congruence x2  1 .mod n/.
Classification of regular embeddings of the complete bipartite graphs. As proved by White [17],
every complete bipartite graph Kn;n admits an embedding in some orientable surface as a reg-
ular map. The following construction generalizes White’s result.
Take the n-dipole Dn and let the arc-set of Dn be Zn  Z2, where the arcs .x; i/, x 2 Zn ,
radiate from the vertex i 2 Z2, and L.x; i/ D .x; i C 1/ is the arc-reversing involution on Dn .
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Assign the voltage j 2 Zn to every arc denoted . j; 0/. Clearly, the derived graph is isomorphic
to Kn;n .
Let M be a regular embedding of Dn . In [12, Theorem 9.1] we have proved there is a
solution e of the congruence x2  1 .mod n/ such that M coincides with the map M.n; e/
whose rotation is given by
R.x; i/ D .x C ei ; i/; .x; i/ 2 Zn  Z2:
It is easy to see that Aut.M.n; e// is generated by two permutations  and  defined by
.x; i/ D .x C 1; i/ and .x; i/ D .ex; i C 1//, where .x; i/ 2 Zn  Z2. The uniformity
condition for  and  is fulfilled, so Theorem 4.2 yields that M.n; e/ lifts to a regular map
QM.n; e/ of Kn;n .
Since Dn is the canonical double covering graph of the semistar Ssn , by using the first part
of Example 3.1 and Example 3.3 (or [12, Theorem 7.1]) we conclude that Ex.M.n; e// D Zn .
For every exponent f of M.n; e/. we define a mapping  f by the formula
 f .x; i/ D . f x; i/; .x; i/ 2 Zn  Z2:
This mapping is easily seen to be an exomorphism of M.n; e/ associated with f . As the
uniformity condition is satisfied for every  f too, Theorem 6.2 implies that every exponent of
M.n; e/ lifts to an exponent of QM.n; e/. Hence, Ex. QM.n; e// D Zn .
PROBLEM 8.2. Is there an integer n and a regular embedding of Kn;n which cannot be
obtained by the above construction?
Isomorphisms of derived maps. In the theory of lifting regular maps by means of voltage
assignments one would like to have a criterion under which two derived maps (or even the
corresponding covering projections) are isomorphic. Theorem 6.1 seems to indicate a possible
answer to the following question.
PROBLEM 8.3. Let M D .K I R; L/ be an n-valent regular map and let e and f be two
involutory exponents of M . Let ! : D.K / ! G be a normalized voltage assignment that is
both e-uniform and f -uniform. Is it true that the derived maps M!;e and M!; f are isomorphic
iff e  f .mod n/? (Compare with Theorem 6.1.)
Projections of regular maps. Let QK ! K be a regular covering projection of graphs deter-
mined by a voltage assignment !. In order to be able to classify the regular embeddings of
QK in terms of the regular embeddings of K , it is necessary to answer the following question
(which is implicitly contained also in Problems 8.1 and 8.2).
PROBLEM 8.4. Under what conditions imposed on the pair .K ; !/ every regular embedding
of QK is isomorphic to some regular map M!;e, where m is a regular embedding of K and
e 2 Ex2.M/?
In the simplest case, in which QK ! K is the canonical double covering, it is sufficient to
assume that Aut. QK / D Aut.K /Z2, i.e. that the graph K is stable; see Example 3.3 or [12]. It
would be interesting to find an analogue of stability for more general graph covering projections.
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